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Abstract

The industrial treatment of waste paper in order to regain valuable fibers from which
recovered paper can be produced, involves several steps of preparation. One important step is
the separation of stickies that are normally attached to the paper. If not properly separated,
remaining stickies reduce the quality of the recovered paper or even disrupt the production
process. For the mechanical separation process of fibers from stickies a separator screen is used.
This machine has one input feed and two output streams, called the accept and the reject. In
the accept the fibers are concentrated, whereas the reject has a higher concentration of stickies.
The machine can be controlled by setting its reject rate. But even when the reject rate is set
properly, after just a single screening step, the accept still has too many stickies, or the reject
too many fibers. To get a proper separation, several separators have to be assembled into a
network. From a mathematical point of view this problem can be seen as a multi-commodity
network flow design problem with a nonlinear, controllable distribution function at each node.
We present a nonlinear mixed-integer programming model for the simultaneous selection of
a subset of separators, the network’s topology, and the optimal setting of each separator.
Numerical results are obtained via different types of linearization of the nonlinearities and
the use of mixed-integer linear solvers, and compared with state-of-the-art global optimization
software.

Keywords: Mixed-Integer Linear Programming, Nonlinear Programming, Piecewise Linear Approxi-

mation, Global Optimization, Linear Relaxation, Topology Optimization, Network Design.

1 Introduction

Paper and products made of paper we all use in our daily life, for example, in the form of books,
newspapers, packages, or hygienic articles. In Germany, for example, about 21 million tons of
paper, or 250 kg per head, are consumed each year; other industrialized countries have similar
values. On the other hand, paper is one of the most collected and best recycled products in our
industry. About 75% of the used paper is collected. Thus the most important resource in paper
production are not trees, but recovered paper. About 67% of the raw material in paper production,
that is, more than 15 million tons, consists of used paper [19]. Before waste paper can be used
to produce new paper from it, it has to be prepared in several steps. In a first step, the paper
is sorted manually and large containments are removed. Then the recovered paper is hackled
into smaller pieces and resolved in water. This process step is called pulping. Afterwards, the
suspension, also called pulp, is cleaned from paper clips, adhesives, and plastic material in several
∗fuegenschuh@zib.de
†christine.hayn@math.uni-erlangen.de
‡dennis.michaels@ifor.math.ethz.ch
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steps. If necessary, it is furthermore de-inked. Only after this preprocessing steps, the recovered
paper suspension is ready to enter the actual paper machine, where the suspension is transferred
over big wires, and dried. Finally, new paper is produced on rolls out of the recovered fibers.

This article deals with the optimization of one of these preprocessing steps, more precisely the
fine screening of the pulp. This suspension consists of several components. Among the valuable
components are fibers of different lengths. Furthermore, the pulp contains undesired components,
most prominently stickies. These are small tacky particles arising, e.g., from book spines, labels,
or tapes. If too many of them remain, they cause trouble in the later paper manufacturing process,
as they, for example, stick on the cylinders, and thereby may cause breaks of the paper rolls, and
thus lead to production losses. Valkama [80] estimates that the production losses due to stickies
in the German paper industry were about 265 million Euro in 2004, when about 13.2 million tons
of paper were recovered in Germany.

The main goal of the fine screening process is to clean the pulp from these stickies. In practice
this process is realized with multi-stage screening systems, consisting of three up to six different
pressure screens, or screens for short. For the set-up of a multi-stage screening system several
configurations are possible. For systems of three screens a feed forward, a feed-back partial cascade,
or a feed-back full cascade are typically used by engineers, see Figure 1, but one can think of several
other ways to connect sorters to networks.

feed forward partial cascade cascade

Figure 1: Examples of multi-stage-screening systems.

Essentially, a pressure screen consists of a cylindric screening basket and a rotor. The accepted
pulp passes through the screening basket, whereas the inside remaining particles are rejected.
Figure 2 shows a schematic illustration of a screen.

feed accept

reject

Figure 2: Schematic illustration of a screen.

The process within each screen can be described mathematically, for example by the so-called
plug-flow model (see Almin and Steenberg [3], Kubat and Steenberg [42], Steenberg [69], and also
Valkama [80]). The model assumes that the pulp is completely transferred over the screen, i.e., no
material losses occur in screening:

min = macc +mrej , (1)

where min denotes the mass flow into the inlet of the pressure screen, and macc,mrej the mass
flows leaving accept and reject, respectively. The separation efficiency Tk of the separation of
component k in the pulp, e.g., fibers and stickies, is defined by

Tk =
mk
rej

mk
in

= 1− mk
acc

mk
in

, (2)

and describes the fraction of component k that is separated in the screen. On the other hand the
mass reject rate defines the share of total separation:

R =
mrej

min
= 1− macc

min
. (3)
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The reject rate may be adjusted at each screen individually, and serves as process variable in our
later model. Physically it relates to the nominal pressure at which the screen operates.

According to the plug flow model, the separation efficiency and the reject rate are related in
the following way:

T = Rβkk , (4)

where βk ∈ (0, 1) is a device-specific factor that includes all the factors like basket geometry and
rotor velocity. This parameter is specific for all components in the pulp and may be obtained
by measurements, see Valkama [79, 80]. If βk is close to zero for some component k then this
component is separated efficiently from the pulp, whereas for values of βk close to one no screening
effect occurs.

Our aim is to optimize the screening result by simultaneously optimizing the reject rates as
process variables and the installation type. Basically, the screening result is considered to be
good, if as much stickies as possible are rejected, whereas as much as possible valuable particles
like fibers are accepted. Hence, we are dealing with a multi-criteria optimization problem. The
problem is mathematically challenging because of the combination of the nonlinearities arising
from the screening process model, and its combinatorial nature originating from the choice of the
layout. Structurally, it can be considered as a multi-commodity network flow design problem with
nonlinear constraints.

Our optimization routine can be applied in many ways in practice. First of all, there is the task
of building a new multi-stage screening system. At this point, one has as well the choice of the
configuration of the system as the choice of different screens used in the system at ones disposal.
During operation, it is possible to measure the total feed of the system online, and then determine
the optimal adjustment of the reject rate. Here the network structure is considered as being fixed.
However, it might be possible to change the connection of the screens online by switching certain
valves in the system, depending on the actual feed. The optimal connections can also be computed
by our methods.

Our further scientific contribution is a comparison of different techniques to handle nonlinear
constraints within mixed-integer optimization problems. Although the reformulation of nonlinear
constraints via a piecewise linear approximation is known for more than five decades [50, 16] they
are still popular today [38, 59, 30]. One of their advantages is that their use results in a pure
mixed-integer programming problem that can be handled by specialized solvers for this problem
structure. Since those solvers have seen a tremendous performance boost over the last decades
[11], one immediately can benefit from this for solving also piecewise linear approximations of
nonlinear problems. On the other hand, also global optimization methods have been improved,
e.g., see [74, 9]. In our present work we compare both approaches computationally on the basis
of the sticky sorting and topology planning problem. We are interested to learn if some method
clearly dominates some other method here.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We start with a survey of the relevant
literature in Section 2. Section 3 introduces nonlinear models for the optimization of the setting
of a multi-stage screening system and the layout decision. Additionally, properties of the models
are discussed. In the following Section 4, we explain the solution techniques used to solve the
models. In Section 5, we display and discuss computational results for the case of a fixed cascade
as well as for the layout decision. Finally, concluding remarks and ideas for future work are given
in Section 6.

2 Survey of the Literature

The optimization of the fine screening process in recycled paper production has recently been
treated by Valkama [79, 80]. In this work the screening process in a fixed installation is simulated
using Matlab [76]. Valkama introduces an economical cost function in order to evaluate and
compare the screening results. The reject rate of each screen is discretized, usually in 100 steps,
and for each combination of reject rate values the screening process is simulated dynamically using
the plug flow model. The simulation quickly reaches an equilibrium, typically after 10-15 iterations.
Finally, all results at equilibrium are compared, and the best one regarding the cost function is said
to be optimal. Valkama applies his algorithm to industrial paper machines. At every investigated
paper mill an optimization potential was detected.

Since the simulation has to be carried out for each combination of values for the reject rates,
this procedure is quite time-consuming, e.g., if the reject rates of three screens are discretized in
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100 steps, one million (1003) simulation runs have to be carried out. Thus, it is not practicable
to use this method for additionally determining the optimal layout of the machine, because one
would have to run the simulation for each possible layout and each combination of values for the
reject rates.

More generally, our problem can be seen as the quest for an optimal arrangement of machines to
fulfill separation tasks, which belongs to the field of process synthesis, see Nishida, Stephanopoulos,
and Westerberg [61] for a survey. A special area of process synthesis, which was described by
Nath and Motard [58], is the synthesis of separation sequences, where for a given feed stream
of known conditions (i.e., composition, flow rate, temperature, pressure), the goal is to synthesize
systematically a process that can isolate the desired (specified) products from the feed at minimum
venture cost.

A lot of studies are dealing with the task of selecting such an optimal layout. Basically, the
approaches can be divided into two classes. On the one hand heuristics like evolutionary methods
were developed by Nath and Motard [58] or Muraki and Hayakawa [56]. On the other hand
a superstructure for the system containing all reasonable links between machine elements was
derived and the process was formulated as a nonlinear program by Floudas [20, 21], Friedler et
al. [24], or Heckl et al. [34]. Methods for solving the nonlinear problems include heuristics, e.g.,
for reducing the superstructure, as well as standard nonlinear programming algorithms. Many of
these publications, e.g. [58, 61, 56, 20], deal with simple sharp separators only. A simple separator
separates a single feed into two products, and in sharp separators each component entering in the
feed stream leaves in only one product. For example, some two product distillation columns are
simple sharp separation units.

Contrarily, Muraki and Hayakawa [57] and Floudas [21] regard the separation sharpness as
a variable. They deal with the process of distillation, allowing for separators and dividers in the
system. The authors model the problem by linear and nonlinear equations. In [57] the nonlinearities
are dealt with by randomly changing the variables associated with the recovery fraction. In [21]
a modification of the Generalized Benders Decomposition for solving the resulting non-convex
MINLP is suggested.

Baur and Stichlmair [8], Frey et al. [23], or Franke, Górak, and Strube [22] have addressed
the topic of using MINLP optimization in process synthesis, mainly in the context of rectification.
They consider the possibility of optimizing the operating variables and the process structure si-
multaneously as the main advantage of mixed integer nonlinear programming. Their aim is to gain
products of minimum cleanness, while minimizing the energy demand, operating and total costs
of the processes. To this end, they define superstructures and introduce MINLPs based on them.
For solving the MINLPs they use standard algorithms like outer-approximation algorithms [8, 23],
or Nelder-Mead algorithms and SQP-methods [22].

In general, standard algorithms as mentioned above are not able to guarantee terminating at
a globally optimal solution. To overcome this drawback, a hierarchy of mixed-integer linear relax-
ations for the MINLPs modeling an underlying chemical engineering process have been constructed
and solved in [28, 33, 5]. This way, the authors have obtained a sequence of globally valid bounds
on the optimal objective function value of the original MINLP. Such bounds are used in [28] to
determine an optimal process candidate for a concrete binary reactive distillation process, while
infeasibility statements for some continuous counter-current chromatography processes have been
derived in [33, 5].

Contrary to all reviewed publications, we are concerned with a separation, where the separa-
tion behavior itself is given by a nonlinear function. To the best of our knowledge, there is no
mathematical literature dealing with this problem so far. Furthermore, our main objective is to
receive the best possible separation result, and not as in the reviewed literature, to minimize the
operating or installation costs of the system. To this end, we develop and utilize an optimization
method, which can guarantee to find the globally optimal solution.

3 Nonlinear Models and their Properties

In this section we present a nonlinear programming (NLP) model for the case of a given fixed layout
of a screening system and a mixed integer nonlinear model (MINLP) for the task of simultaneously
finding an optimal layout and adjustment of the screening system. We analyze some properties of
these problems, show that they are non-convex and that the model for a fixed layout agrees with
the dynamical approach presented in Valkama [79, 80]. The examination also illustrates that the
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system of equations resulting from fixing the layout and the reject rates has the property that it
has exactly one solution.

As pointed out in the introduction we are concerned with a multi-criteria optimization problem.
We want to minimize the amount of contaminations in the total accept, and at the same time
minimize the loss of valuable fibers. There are at least two possibilities to handle this problem.
On the one hand one might introduce weights for the different components and then a weighted
objective function, and on the other hand one can introduce a constraint setting a bound on one
(or several) objective(s) and minimize a single remaining one. For an introduction to multi-criteria
optimization we refer to Ehrgott [18]. In practice it seems to be very difficult to obtain reasonable
costs and gains for the different components, but it appears to be much easier to get meaningful
bounds for the percentage of contaminations admissible in the accept of the machine. Thus we
decided to use the latter approach.

3.1 NLP for a Fixed Layout

Let S denote the set of screens, V = S ∪ {in,acc, rej} be the set of nodes in the network with
source in denoting the total inlet into the machine, and sinks acc and rej denoting the total reject
and accept of the machine, respectively. Let K = K+ ∪K− name the set of components (valuable
ones and contaminations) that shall be separated, e.g., ’fibers’ ∈ K+ and ’stickies’ ∈ K−. Let
P ⊂ V × V be the set of arcs in the network, i.e., the possible pipes connecting the different
screens among each other or with the total feed, accept and reject.

For each component k ∈ K we assume a mass flow out of the source (total inlet) min,k > 0
to be given. Furthermore, parameters βs,k, for s ∈ S, k ∈ K associated with the plug flow model
are given. Let qk ∈ [0, 1] be the maximal fraction of contamination k ∈ K− allowed in the total
accept, and let lk, uk be lower and upper bounds on the mass flow of component k in each pipe.
Let parameters pacc

v,w and prej
v,w ∈ {0, 1} specify whether there is a pipe connecting the accept or

reject of screen v ∈ S and the inflow of w ∈ V , respectively. Similarly, parameters pin,v ∈ {0, 1}
indicate whether the mass flow out of the source is an inflow for screen v ∈ S.

We introduce variables min
s,k,m

acc
s,k ,m

rej
s,k ∈ [lk, uk] for the mass flow of component k ∈ K into

or from accept or reject of screen s ∈ S, respectively. Similarly, for the two sinks we denote the
mass flow into the total accept and reject by min

acc,k,m
in
rej,k ∈ [lk, uk]. The lower and upper bounds

are estimated from the total inlet of component k and the bounds on the reject rates. The reject
rate that can be adjusted at each screen s ∈ S is denoted by rs ∈ [ls, us], where 0 < ls < us < 1
are machine-depending bounds on the reject rate. Typical values are ls := 0.1 and us := 0.9; for
smaller values of ls or larger values of us the (empirical) validity of the plug flow model is not
guaranteed.

Using the above definitions, an NLP formulation for the problem of optimal adjustment of the
reject rates in the screening system can be stated as follows:

min
∑

k∈K+

min
k,rej, (5a)

subject to

min
acc,k ≤ qk ·min,k, ∀ k ∈ K−, (5b)

min
s,k = macc

s,k +mrej
s,k, ∀ k ∈ K, s ∈ S, (5c)

mrej
s,k = min

s,k · r
βs,k
s , ∀ k ∈ K, s ∈ S, (5d)

min
v,k = pin,vmin,k +

∑

s∈S:(s,v)∈P,
σ∈{acc,rej}

pσs,vm
σ
s,k, ∀ k ∈ K, v ∈ V, (5e)

ls ≤ rs ≤ us, ∀ s ∈ S, (5f)
lk ≤ mσ

s,k ≤ uk, ∀ k ∈ K, s ∈ S, σ ∈ {in,acc,rej}. (5g)

The multi-criteria objective is modeled by equations (5a) and (5b). Equations (5c) guarantee the
mass balance for every component in each screen, and equations (5d) are due to the separation
process in each screen modeled via the plug-flow model. The given layout is integrated into the
model by the equations (5e). Finally, trivial bound constraints are given by (5f) and (5g).
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3.2 MINLP for Layout Optimization

There are a lot of possibilities to connect the screens. The number of “reasonable” layouts is
increasing rapidly in the number of screens, see Table 1. These values were obtained by enumerating
all combinations of screens satisfying the following requirements: Only accept (reject) streams were
allowed to enter the total accept (reject), the accept and reject streams of one screen cannot flow
together into one screen, direct back-flow into the same screen is forbidden if this is the only
destination, and the whole screening system has to be connected.

number of screens number of possible layouts
1 1
2 8
3 318
4 26,688
5 3,750,240

Table 1: Possible layouts

The layout decision can be taken into the model by replacing the parameters pσv,w by binary
variables. The expressions pσv,w ·mσ

v,k in equations (5e) then also become nonlinear, but they can
be linearized, which we describe in the sequel.

We introduce new variables mo
v,w,k for (v, w) ∈ P, k ∈ K, o ∈ {in,acc,rej} denoting the flow of

component k from node v to node w on an o-pipe. That is, now m denotes mass streams on the
arcs of the network, whereas the m-variables before were associated with the nodes.

Figure 3 shows an example for a superstructure for two screens. The gray arrows describe
potential pipes.

Figure 3: Example of a superstructure of two screens.
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min
∑

k∈K+,
v:(v,rej)∈P

mrej
v,rej,k, (6a)

subject to
∑

s∈S:(s,acc)∈P
macc
s,acc,k ≤ qk ·min,k, ∀ k ∈ K−, (6b)

∑

s∈S
min,s,k = min,k, ∀ k ∈ K, (6c)

min,s,k +
∑

v∈V :(v,s)∈P,
o∈{acc,rej}

mo
v,s,k =

∑

w∈V :(s,w)∈P,
σ∈{acc,rej}

mσ
s,w,k, ∀ k ∈ K, s ∈ S, (6d)

∑

w:(s,w)∈P
mrej
s,w,k = (min,s,k +

∑

v∈V :(v,s)∈P,
σ∈{acc,rej}

mσ
v,s,k) · rβs,ks , ∀ k ∈ K, s ∈ S, (6e)

lk · pσv,w ≤ mσ
v,w,k ≤ uk · pσv,w, ∀ k ∈ K, (v, w) ∈ P, σ ∈ {acc,rej}, (6f)

uk · pin,s ≤ min,s,k ≤ uk · pin,s, ∀ k ∈ K, s ∈ S : (in, s) ∈ P, (6g)
∑

w∈V :(s,w)∈P
pσs,w = 1, ∀ s ∈ S, σ ∈ {acc,rej}, (6h)

∑

s∈S:(in,s)∈P
pin,s = 1, (6i)

ls ≤ rs ≤ us, ∀ s ∈ S, (6j)
lk ≤ mσ

v,w,k ≤ uk, ∀ k ∈ K, (v, w) ∈ P, σ ∈ {in,acc,rej}, (6k)

pσv,w ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ (v, w) ∈ P, σ ∈ {in,acc,rej}. (6l)

Equations (6a) and (6b) model the multicriteria objective. Constraints (6c) ensure that the total
inlet to the screening system is let into the screening unit connected to the feed. Equations (6d)
and (6e) ensure the mass balance and the separation process via the plug flow model, respectively.
Constraints (6f) to (6i) give the linearized layout description. Inequalities (6f) and (6g) ensure that
there is only nonzero mass flow from node v to node w, if and only if there is a pipe connecting
v and w. Equalities (6h) and (6i) guarantee that there is exactly one accept and one reject pipe
leaving each screen, and that exactly one pipe is leaving the total feed. Note that the set P defines
only meaningful possible pipes, for example, no pipes between the reject of some screen and the
total accept do exist. If we fix the variables p concerning the layout, we obtain again a model for
a given layout similar to the one given in Section 3.

3.3 Properties of the Models

In the following we discuss some properties of the introduced models.

3.3.1 Non-Convexity

The nonlinear functions f(x, y) = xyβ occurring in the models as equations (5d) and (6e) are
neither convex nor concave. The hessian of f,−f , respectively, is not positive definite, as

Hf =
(

0 ±βyβ−1

±βyβ−1 ±β(β − 1)x yβ−2

)
(7)

has the determinant
det(Hf ) = −(βyβ−1)2 < 0, (8)

for y, β 6= 0. Note that f is a positive monotone transformation of a concave function, i.e.,

f(x, y) = exp(ln(x) + β ln(y)), (9)

and therefore quasi-concave (cf. Arrow and Enthoven [4]), i.e., the level sets

{(x, y) ∈ R2 : {f(x, y) ≥ z}} (10)

are convex for every z ∈ R.
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3.3.2 Relation to Dynamical Models

In the introduction we already mentioned that the problem of optimizing the operation of a fixed
screening system has already been studied by Valkama [79, 80] using a simulation-based approach.
There, the reject rates are discretized, and a simulation for each combination of reject rate values
is run. The simulation is done in discrete time steps, and the objective function is evaluated when
the system is in balance. By comparison the most beneficial reject rate combinations are then
determined. In the following, we show that our model only considering the system in its steady-
state results in the same set of feasible solutions as the dynamical approach in [80]. For the reader’s
convenience we briefly outline this dynamical model in the sequel.

Let xti, i ∈ {1, . . . , n+2}, t ≥ 0 denote the mass stream entering node i at time t, where the first
n indices correspond to the screens installed in the screening system and the second last index,
n + 1, and the last index, n + 2, to the total accept and reject, respectively. For easier notation,
we here omit the index k indicating the component. As before, let pacc/rej

j,i indicate whether there
is a pipe connecting j and i via an accept or reject pipe, respectively. Let rj and βj be the reject
rate and β-parameter of screen j, respectively. Let bi = pin,jmin,k for i ∈ {1, . . . , n} be the mass
flowing from outside into the system. Then the dynamical system introduced in [80] can be written
as follows:

xt+1
i =

∑

j∈{1,...,n}

(
pacc
j,i (1− rβjj ) + prej

j,ir
βj
j

)
xtj , for i = 1, . . . , n, (11)

xt+1
n+1 =

∑

j∈{1,...,n}
pacc
j,acc(1− rβjj )xtj , (12)

xt+1
n+2 =

∑

j∈{1,...,n}
prej
j,rejr

βj
j x

t
j . (13)

In matrix notation the system can be rewritten as

xt+1 = T txt + b, t ∈ N, x0 = 0, (14)

where

T =
(
C 0
D 0

)
∈ R(n+2)×(n+2), (15)

and C ∈ Rn×n with cij = pacc
j,i (1−rβjj )+prej

j,ir
βj
j being the fraction of mass floating from screen j to

screen i for i 6= j, and cii = 0. Moreover, D ∈ R2×n with d1j = pacc
j,acc(1− rβjj ) and d2j = prej

j,rejr
βj
j

being the fraction of mass floating from screen j to the total accept or reject, respectively. The
vector b ∈ Rn+2 with bi = pin,jmin,k for i ∈ {1 . . . n} and bn+1 = bn+2 = 0 gives the mass flowing
from outside into the system. Finally, the vector xt gives the mass floating into the nodes at time
t. Note that this simulation model itself does not include an objective function. To find the best
reject rate assignment, [80] proposes an optimization-by-simulation approach.

A steady-state equilibrium of the system is given by (I−T )−1b, if and only (I−T ) is nonsingular
(cf. Galor [27]). Note that this dynamical system is an explicit Euler discretization (cf. Schwarz
and Klöckler [68]) with step size equal one of the differential equation x′ = (T − 1)x+ b, x(0) = 0,
which is in balance if x′ = 0, i.e., (I − T )x = b.

We rewrite the constraints of the steady-state NLP model introduced in Section 3.1 disregarding
the ones from the objective. Using the notation introduced above we obtain

x = Tx+ b, (16)

or equivalently
(I − T )x = b. (17)

Observe that equation (17) is equal to the steady-state equilibrium equation of the dynamical
system (14).

In the following we show that the matrix (I−T ) is nonsingular for r, p, and β fixed. Therefore, a
unique steady-state equilibrium of the dynamical system (14) exists which agrees with the solution
of the model (5).

Theorem 3.1 Let A ∈ Rn×n be a matrix with the following properties:
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a) The diagonal entries of A are nonzero.

b) AT is diagonally dominant, and for at least one row strictly diagonally dominant.

c) For any permutation P with

PAP−1 =
(
B11 0
B21 B22

)
,

the square matrices BT
11 and BT

22 are diagonally dominant, and for at least one row strictly
diagonally dominant.

Then A is nonsingular.

Proof. We will prove the theorem via induction over n. If n = 1, then A = a11 6= 0, by assumption
a). Assume that any matrix A ∈ Rk×k, k ≤ n fulfilling assumptions a), b), c), is nonsingular. Let
A ∈ R(n+1)×(n+1). We distinguish the following two cases:

1. The matrix AT is irreducible and hence irreducibly diagonal dominant, and therefore non-
singular by the Diagonal Dominance Theorem (cf. Ortega [62]).

2. There exists a permutation matrix P with

PAP−1 =
(
B11 0
B21 B22

)
,

where B11 and B22 are square matrices. Then, assumption c) implies that BT
11 and BT

22 are
also diagonally dominant, and for at least one row strictly diagonally dominant. Furthermore,
the diagonal entries of B11 and B22 are nonzero, since P permutes the columns and rows
simultaneously and hence the diagonal entries of PAP−1 are a permutation of the diagonal
entries of A.

In addition, if for B11 (and similarly for B22) there exists a permutation P̃ with

P̃B11P̃
−1 =

(
B̃11 0
B̃21 B̃22

)
,

then

diag(P̃ , I)PAP−1diag(P̃−1, I) =




B̃11 0
B̃21 B̃22

0
0

B21 B22


 ,

is also a permutation of A with B̃11 being a square matrix. Hence B̃T
11, and similarly B̃T

22

are diagonally dominant, and for at least one row strictly diagonally dominant by c).

Therefore, a), b), c) hold for B11 and B22. Hence B11 and B22 are nonsingular by the
assumption since dim(Bii) ≤ n for i = 1, 2.

So det(A) = det(B11) det(B22) 6= 0.

Therefore, Theorem 3.1 holds for all n ∈ N. �

Corollary 3.2 The matrix I − T defined as in (14) is nonsingular.

Proof. Remember the block structure of T and define A := I − C. Then

I − T =
(
A 0
−D I

)
(18)

is nonsingular if and only if A is nonsingular. In the following we show that A satisfies the assump-
tions of Theorem 3.1. Without loss of generality, we may assume that the system is connected.

a) By definition of C the diagonal entries cii for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} are zero, and hence the
diagonal entries of A are one.
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b) By definition, cij ≥ 0 for i 6= j is the fraction of the feed of screen j which is floating into
screen i. These fractions together with the fractions of the feed of screen j floating from j
to the sinks have to sum up to one. As both sinks have to be fed, the sum of at least one
column has to be strictly smaller than one. Hence

∑
i 6=j |aij | =

∑
i cij ≤ 1, and for at least

one column the inequality strictly holds.

c) Let P be a permutation matrix with

PCP−1 = F =
(
F11 0
F21 F22

)

and F11, F22 square matrices. This permutation of the rows and columns corresponds to
a permutation of the screens in the system, since the permutation permutes the rows and
columns of C simultaneously. Hence as in b) we have that

∑
i fij ≤ 1 for all columns j of F ,

and hence for each column of F11 and F22.

Let {1, . . . , n1} denote the indices of the rows and columns of F11, and {n1 + 1, . . . , n1 +n2}
denote the indices of the rows and columns of F22. Now, suppose

∑
i6=j fij = 1 for all columns

j ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n1 +n2} of F22. Since we assume that the system is connected, there will be
mass entering the subsystem corresponding to the rows i ∈ {n1 + 1, . . . , n1 + n2}. But then,
the supposition means that the mass entering the subsystem does not leave it anymore, as
then for at least one column j we would have

∑
i 6=j fij < 1. But this contradicts the overall

conservation of mass. With the same argument we have that
∑
i∈{1,...,n1}\{j} fij < 1 for at

least one column j ∈ {1, . . . , n1}.
Since the non-diagonal entries of A and C only differ in the sign, and P permutes the rows
and columns simultaneously, the assumption also holds for A.

�
We have shown that for every choice of reject rates and layout, our steady state model agrees

with the dynamical model. That means, it is sufficient to analyze the system in its steady-state,
the consideration of time steps is not necessary.

4 Linear Approximations and Linear Relaxations

The techniques of mixed-integer linear programming (MILP), in particular, linear programming
based branch-and-cut methods, have already shown their merits for many discrete-combinatorial
decision problems in general, see Nemhauser and Wolsey [60], or Wolsey [83] for an introduction,
and topology optimization problems in particular, for example, in telecommunication (cf. Bley
[12]) or mechanical engineering (cf. Fügenschuh and Fügenschuh [25]). They are able to find
global optima in finite time or estimate the optimality gap for suboptimal solutions. However,
these methods are not able to deal with nonlinear constraints in the beginning. Therefore, we will
discuss methods to transform nonlinearities to piecewise linear functions that can be incorporated
in MILPs. Methods for including piecewise linear functions of one dimension in an MILP have
already been introduced by Markowitz and Manne [50], Dantzig [16], or Nemhauser and Wolsey
[60]. These ideas have been extended to higher dimensions by Lee [43], Wilson [82], Lee and
Wilson [44], or Moritz [55]. Recent developments and an overview over so far known methods
are presented by Nemhauser and Vielma [59], or Ahmed, Nemhauser, and Vielma [2]. We shortly
give the different formulations in the Appendix and compare the approaches computationally in
Section 5. In many previous applications, e.g., by Dantzig, Johnson, and White [15], Fügenschuh
et al. [26], or Moritz [55], the given nonlinear functions have been interpolated, and the resulting
interpolation function has been integrated in an MILP. We will generalize the ideas to arbitrary
piecewise linear approximations. While an interpolation function coincides with the value of the
given function in the vertices of the grid, a general approximation function does not necessarily
have this property.

We will follow two approaches. On the one hand, the bivariate function resulting from the
plug flow model is approximated directly over a triangulation. On the other hand, a logarithmic
transformation is applied to end up with the approximation of several univariate functions. Details
of the latter can be found in Section 4.1.

Current state-of-the-art global optimization software make also use of the algorithmic advances
in solving (mixed-integer) linear programming problems (e.g., see [74, 75, 9, 1]). They typically
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consist of methods for finding good feasible solutions and of procedures computing global bounds
on the optimal objective function value of the given MINLP (see also [51]). The bounds can
be obtained by constructing and solving (mixed-integer) linear relaxations for the MINLP. Note
that, on the contrary to the linear approximation models we discuss in Section 4.1, relaxations are
required to contain all feasible points of the original MINLP in their solution set. Moreover, the
objective functions of the relaxations have to underestimate the original objective function over the
relevant domain. A common approach to construct such relaxations is to replace each nonlinear
term appearing in the MINLP by a finite set of linear under- and overestimating functions (e.g.,
see [74, 9]). In Section 4.2, we briefly discuss how to derive linear relaxations for our layout-
optimization model (6). In Section 5 we apply global optimization software to our numerical
examples and compare the results with the results obtained by our linear approximation models.

4.1 Transformation of Bivariate to Univariate Functions

Recall that the nonlinear equalities occurring in the models (5) and (6) are of the form

z = x yβ . (19)

Let us first assume x, y > 0. Then applying the logarithm on both sides yields

ln(z) = ln(x) + β ln(y). (20)

Now we introduce new variables

Z = ln(z), X = ln(x), Y = ln(y) (21)

and the constraint
Z = X + β Y. (22)

This way the problem is reduced to three nonlinear functions in one variable (21) and one linear
constraint (22).

More generally, a transformation of inseparable functions to a separable one has already been
proposed by Tomlin [78] or Wilson [82]. A separable function is of the form f(x1, x2, . . . , xn) =∑n
j=1 fj(xj), where each fj is a function of one variable. The approximation of such a higher-

dimensional function f can be reduced to the approximation of several one-dimensional functions
fj .

This transformation gives rise to the following question: How exact do we have to approximate
the logarithm to guarantee that the two-dimensional function f : R2

+ 7→ R+ with f(x, y) := x yβ is
approximated within a given tolerance when we use the above transformation? The answer allows
us to compare the approaches: On the one hand the direct approximation of the bivariate function
and on the other the transformation method. To this end we introduce the following error measure.

Definition 4.1 Let D ⊂ Rn be a compact set. Let f : D → R+ be a continuous function and
f̃ : D → R an approximation to f . Then we define the absolute error on D as

errabs(f, f̃ ,D) := max
x∈D
|f(x)− f̃(x)|, (23)

the relative error on D as

errrel(f, f̃ ,D) := max
x∈D
|f(x)− f̃(x)

f(x)
|, (24)

and for δ > 0 the mixed error on D as

errmix(f, f̃ ,D, δ) := max
x∈D

|f(x)− f̃(x)|
|f(x)|+ δ

. (25)

Since the relative error is huge for f(x) close to zero, we introduce δ > 0 as a small margin
value in the above definition of the mixed error. If f(x) is large, the mixed error is close to the
relative error, whereas it is closer to the absolute error if f(x) is small. As abbreviation we write
‘err’ or η instead of errmix(f, f̃ ,D, δ) if the respective arguments are clear from the context.
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Theorem 4.1 Let δ > 0. Let h(x) be a function approximating the logarithm with error ε, i.e.,
maxx |h(x)− ln(x)| = ε. Assume h and h−1 are monotonically increasing. Then the overall error
made by approximating the function (x, y) 7→ x yβ > 0 for x, y ∈ R, x, y > 0, by the logarithmic
transformation is bounded by

err := max
|h−1(h(x) + β h(y))− x yβ |

x yβ + δ
≤ exp ((2 + β)ε)− 1. (26)

Proof. We distinguish two cases with respect to the sign of the numerator.
Case 1:

err =
h−1(h(x) + β h(y))− x yβ

x yβ + δ

≤ h−1(ln(x) + ε+ β(ln(y) + ε))− x yβ
x yβ

≤ exp(ln(x) + ε+ β(ln(y) + ε) + ε)− x yβ
x yβ

≤ exp ((2 + β)ε)− 1.

Case 2:

err =
−h−1(h(x) + β h(y)) + x yβ

x yβ + δ

≤ −h−1(ln(x)− ε+ β(ln(y)− ε)) + x yβ

x yβ

≤ − exp(ln(x)− ε+ β(ln(y)− ε)− ε) + x yβ

x yβ

≤ 1− exp ((2 + β)(−ε)) .

The first term dominates the second one:

[exp ((2 + β)ε)− 1]− [1− exp ((2 + β)(−ε))]
= exp ((2 + β)ε) + exp ((2 + β)(−ε)))− 2
= 2 · cosh((2 + β)ε)− 2
≤ 2 · cosh(0)− 2 = 2− 2 = 0.

So the overall error is bounded by exp ((2 + β)ε)− 1. �
Note that we use the absolute (and not the relative) error in the univariate logarithm functions

to determine the relative error of the bivariate plug flow function. This is due to the fact that
in the proof we could make use of a relationship between the absolute error in the approximation
of the logarithm and the relative error in the approximation of the exponential function by the
inverse of the approximating function of the logarithm.

We further point out that the result is independent of the actual choice of δ > 0.
As an immediate consequence of Theorem 4.1 the tolerance ε for the approximation of the

logarithms has to be bounded by

ε ≤ ln(η + 1)
2 + β

, (27)

in order to ensure an overall tolerance of η for the plug flow equation.

4.1.1 Shifting the Argument

Recall that we assumed x, y > 0 in the previous section. In our model, we can be sure that the
reject rate y is strictly positive. But assuming this for the mass stream x might be too restrictive.
Nevertheless, we modify the derivation from above using a shifting of the argument, so that the
case of x ≥ 0 is also covered.

Let us assume that the variable y is bounded below by ly > 0 and x ≥ lx > −α, with α > 0.
Consider the expansion

(x+ α)yβ = x yβ + α yβ . (28)
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By assumption both sides of the equation are positive, so we can take the logarithms on both sides:

ln(x+ α) + β · ln(y) = ln(x yβ + α yβ). (29)

Let z = x yβ , v = z + αyβ , and w = v − z = αyβ > 0. Taking the logarithms we obtain

ln(w) = ln(α) + β ln(y). (30)

Let h be a piecewise linear approximation of the logarithm. Then the function (x, y) 7→ x yβ =: z
can be approximated by the following set of equalities.

h(w) = ln(α) + βh(y), w = v − z, h(v) = h(x+ α) + βh(y). (31)

Theorem 4.2 Let α, δ > 0. Let h(x) be a function approximating the logarithm with error ε, i.e.,
maxx |h(x) − ln(x)| = ε. Assume h and h−1 are monotonically increasing and yβ ≤ 1. Then the
overall error made by approximating the function (x, y) 7→ x yβ ≥ 0 for x, y ∈ R, x ≥ 0, y > 0, by
the shifted logarithmic transformation is bounded by

err := max
|h−1(h(x+ α) + βh(y))− h−1(ln(α) + βh(y))− x yβ |

x yβ + δ

≤ α

δ
[exp((2 + β)ε)− exp((−1− β)ε)] + exp((2 + β)ε)− 1.

Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 4.1 one distinguishes two cases, and shows that the result
of the first case dominates the second. Since the derivation of these cases is similar, we only present
the first one here:

h−1(h(x+ α) + β h(y))− h−1(ln(α) + β h(y))− x yβ
x yβ + δ

≤ exp(ln(x+ α) + ε+ β(ln(y) + ε) + ε)− exp(ln(α) + β(h(y)− ε)− ε)− x yβ
x yβ + δ

=
(x+ α)yβ exp ((2 + β)ε)− αyβ exp ((−1− β)ε)− x yβ

x yδ + δ

=
x yβ [exp ((2 + β)ε)− 1] + αyβ [exp ((2 + β)ε)− exp ((−1− β)ε)]

x yβ + δ

=
x yβ [exp ((2 + β)ε)− 1]

x yβ + δ
+
αyβ [exp ((2 + β)ε)− exp ((−1− β)ε)]

x yβ + δ

≤ exp ((2 + β)ε)− 1 +
α

δ
exp ((2 + β)ε)− exp ((−1− β)ε)

=
α

δ
[exp((2 + β)ε)− exp((−1− β)ε)] + exp((2 + β)ε)− 1.

�

4.2 Linear Relaxations

A widely used approach to construct (mixed-integer) linear relaxations for a given MINLP is, for
each nonlinear function f : D ⊆ Rn → R, to introduce a new variable zf ∈ R which is bounded from
below by finitely many linear functions γkf : D → R underestimating f over D, k = 1, . . . ,K1, and
from above by finitely many linear functions γkf : D → R overestimating f over D, k = 1, . . . ,K2

(e.g., see [51, 74, 9]).
To obtain tight relaxations, it is desirable to chose the linear estimators best possible. For this,

the convex and concave envelopes of functions are investigated in the literature. They are defined
to be the tightest convex under- and the tightest concave overestimating functions for the given
function f over the relevant domain (e.g., see [51, 73]). Then, linear estimators can be, in principle,
computed from supporting hyperplanes on the graphs of the envelopes (e.g., see [74, 75]).

In the following, we denote the convex and the concave envelope of f over D by vexD[f ]
and caveD[f ], respectively. Furthermore, we assume that the function f : D ⊆ Rn → R under
consideration is continuous over a convex compact domain D ⊆ Rn. The envelopes are then given
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by (e.g. see Rockafellar [64]).

vexD[f ](x)
(

caveD[f ](x)
)

= min (max)
∑n+1
k=1 λk · f(xk)

s. t.
∑n+1
k=1 λkx

k = x,∑n+1
k=1 λk = 1,

λk ≥ 0, k = 1, . . . , n+ 1,
xk ∈ D, k = 1, . . . , n+ 1.

(32)

In order to determine linear estimators from the envelopes, we are interested in an algorithmi-
cally utilizable description of the envelopes. This can be achieved by solving the corresponding
optimization problems given in (32) analytically, if possible, or by deriving structural results
based on the specific properties of f over D that allow to transform the optimization prob-
lems into algorithmically tractable optimization problems and descriptions, respectively (e.g.,
see [72, 52, 37, 47, 46, 71, 39]).

Explicit formulas for the convex and/or the concave envelopes, mostly restricted to boxes in
the non-negative orthant, are available for some important low-dimensional functions, including
the product terms xy (cf. [51, 45]) and xyz ([53, 54]), and bivariate functions of the form x

y , xy2

(cf. [72]), exp(xy) and ax2 + bxy + cy2 (cf. [37]), trivariate component-wise concave functions [52]
and some well-structured convex (concave) extendable functions of arbitrary dimension (cf. [71]).
Recently, convex envelopes for products of a convex function with a component-wise concave
function have been investigated, and analytical formulas have been provided for many relevant
subclasses (cf. [39, 40]). The subclasses, in particulary, involve functions of the form xag(y), where
a ∈ R \ [0, 1)], xa is nonnegative and convex over its domain, and g(y) is a univariate, positive and
concave function (cf. [39, Cor. 2]).

Further structural results have been, for instance, developed for functions

• f(x, y) : [lx, ux] × [ly, uy] ⊆ Rn × R → R, where f is convex in x ∈ [lx, ux], for every fixed
y ∈ [lx, ux], and f is concave in y ∈ [ly, uy], for every fixed x ∈ [ly, uy] (cf. [72]),

• f(x) : [l, u] ⊆ Rn → R being convex on [l, u] whenever all but one variable are fixed to one
of their values, and indefinite at any point in [l, u] (cf. [37]),

• f(x, y) : P ⊆ R2 → R, where P is a triangle, and f is indefinite in the interior of P , each
restriction of f to an edge of P is convex or concave, and, in case that f is strictly convex
over each facets of P , then f is, in addition, strictly convex over a certain family of line
segments contained in P (see [47], and see also [46] for extentions).

Recap that the only nonlinearities occurring in our model (6) are described by the function

f : [lx, ux]× [ly, uy] ⊆ R2
≥0 → R, (x, y) 7→ x · yβ , for fixed β ∈ (0, 1).

In Section 3.3.1, it has been already pointed out that f is an indefinite function. Moreover, it is
easy to check that f is linear in x (for every fixed y ∈ [ly, uy] ⊆ R≥0) and concave in y (for every
fixed x ∈ [lx, ux] ⊆ R≥0).

Exploiting these properties the optimization problems corresponding to the convex and concave
envelopes of our function f on [l, u] can be simplified and solved analytically. This yields the
following explicit formulas for the envelopes.

Lemma 4.3 For an arbitrary number β ∈ (0, 1), consider the bivariate function f : R2 → R,
(x, y) 7→ xyβ restricted to a full-dimensional box [l, u] := [lx, ux]× [ly, uy] ⊆ R2

≥0.

(a) The convex envelope vex[l,u][f ] : [l, u]→ R of f on [l, u] reads as

vex[l,u][f ](x, y) = max
{

(ly)βx+ lx
(uy)

β−(ly)
β

uy−ly y − lx (uy)
β−(ly)

β

uy−ly ly,

(uy)βx+ ux
(uy)

β−(ly)
β

uy−ly y − ux (uy)
β−(ly)

β

uy−ly uy
}
.

(33)

(b) The concave envelope cave[l,u][f ] : [l, u]→ R of f on [l, u] is given by

cave[l,u][f ](x, y) =





x · yβ , if x ∈ {lx, ux},

λlx(r?)β + λux

(
y

1−λ − λ
1−λ r

?
)β

, if lx < x < ux,
(34)
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where λ = ux−x
ux−lx and r? = med{rmin, r̄, rmax} with rmin = max{ly, yλ − 1−λ

λ uy},

r̄ =
l
1/(1−β)
x

(1− λ) u1/(1−β)
x + λ l

1/(1−β)
x

and rmax = min{ly, yλ − 1−λ
λ ly},

and the operator med{·, ·, ·} selects the middle value out of three numbers.

Results and techniques to derive the explicit formulas for the envelopes of our function f(x, y) =
xyβ are well-established and have been demonstrated on very similar functions in the literature.
Therefore, we will not present a proof here and refer to the corresponding literature, instead. For
the convex envelope given in Lemma 4.3 (a), we refer to [72, 10] and references therein. For the
concave envelope given in Lemma 4.3 (b), see [72, 73], [37, Obs. 2], [39, Thm. 2], and the examples
discussed therein.

Note that the explicit formula for the convex envelope as given in Lemma 4.3(a) already provides
two linear functions that underestimate x · yβ on [lx, ux]× [ly, uy]. Linear functions overestimating
x ·yβ on [lx, ux]× [ly, uy] are given by supporting hyperplanes on the graph of the concave envelope.
At a given point (x, y) ∈ [lx, ux], such a supporting hyperplane can be easily computed with the
help of Equation (34) using elementary linear algebra (e.g., see [6] and also [47]). For bivariate
functions of the form xpyq, (p, q ∈ R), on R2

≥0, and ax2 + bxy + cy2, (a, b, c ∈ R), a constraint
handler determining linear over- and under-estimators this way is available in the software package
SCIP 2.1.0 [1]. We refer to [6], for more details. We will use this constraint handler to solve our
numerical examples in the next section.

5 Computational Results

In the sequel we present and compare computational results for both, the NLP model with a fixed
layout in Section 5.1 and the MINLP model for layout optimization in Section 5.2. These results
are achieved by a direct approximation of the bivariate nonlinear function via triangulation, by
two different transformations to univariate functions. We compare the CPU times of different
linearization approaches and approximation accuracies. As linearization approaches to integrate
piecewise linear function in the formulation (PWL-method, for short) we make use of the logarith-
mic (disaggregated) convex combination method (Log or DLog, for short), the convex combination
method (CC), the special ordered set method (SOS2), and the incremental model (Inc). A de-
tailed description of these techniques is given in the appendix. The approximation accuracy is set
to 0.1, 0.01, and 0.001, respectively. Further we use two different MILP solvers, the commercial
CPLEX 12.4.0.0 [35] and the academic SCIP 2.1.0 [1] with SoPlex 1.6.0 as underlying LP solver
[84]. The modeling language Zimpl 3.2.0 [41] is used for translating the models into LP-input
files for both solvers. The time limit was set to 12 hours per run, and the relative duality gap
(i.e., the difference between upper and lower bound divided by the primal bound) was set to 0.0%.
Other than that we use the default settings for both solvers. We also make use of two different
MINLP solvers, the commercial Baron 10.2.0 [74, 66], and again the academic SCIP 2.1.0. The
modeling language GAMS 23.8.1 [65] is used to set up the models for these nonlinear solvers. Our
computational experiments were carried out on a Intel Core i7 CPU 870 running at 2.93 GHz on
4 cores, 8 MB cache, and 16 GB RAM. As operation system, openSUSE 12.1 Linux with kernel
version 3.1.10-1.9 was used.

In all our computations we consider two components in the flow, namely R14, the most impor-
tant fiber class, and macro-stickies. The system is made up of three screens. The corresponding
parameters for the plug flow model are taken from [79, 80] and shown in Table 2. The mass inflow
to the screening system is measured as 6.75t/h of R14 fibers. For our computations this value is
scaled to 0.675 [10t/h]. Furthermore we have 100000 mm2/kg of stickies, scaled to 1 [105mm2/kg].
The fraction of incoming stickies that is maximally allowed in the total accept is set to 10%. The
bounds for the reject rates are set to [0.1, 0.9]. The bounds of the mass flows are set to [0, 10] for
each component.

Table 3 shows the scale of the used approximations. For both univariate approaches, the shifted
and the non-shifted, the total sum of points needed for the approximation of the logarithms is given.
For the bivariate approach the average over all betas of the total number of triangles and points,
respectively, needed for the approximation of one two-dimensional function is given. Figure 4
exemplary shows two bivariate piecewise linear approximations.
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component screen 1 screen 2 screen 3
macro-stickies area 0.29 0.13 0.06

R14 0.74 0.79 0.71

Table 2: β-parameters used in the plug flow equation.

Figure 4: Bivariate piecewise linear approximations for error tolerance 0.01 for β = 0.29 and
β = 0.71, respectively.

All tables below containing the computational results (i.e., Tables 4 – 6 and Tables 9 – 11)
show the running time in seconds (in the respective upper row) and processed nodes in the branch
and bound tree (in the lower row) for each PWL-method and solver used, if the solver was able
to finish the computations within the given time limit of 12 hours. If not, the computations are
terminated, and in the upper row we give the relative duality gap as a percentage value, whereas
the lower row shows the number of processed nodes. If no feasible solution was found within the
given time limit, the gap is infinity (+∞). If not even the first (root) LP relaxation of the model
could be solved, we mark it with a dash (−). Values in boldface letters show the best (that is, the
one with the least CPU time or the least number of processed branch-and-bound nodes) results
per column.

5.1 Partial Cascade

In this part the results obtained by optimizing a fixed layout are given. That is, we compute the
best reject rates for a partial cascade of three screens, see Figure 1. Tables 4 – 6 show the running
times and processed nodes for the different MILP approaches.

We start with the bivariate approach, see Table 4, and compare the convex combination (CC),
the incremental (Inc), and the disaggregated convex combination method (DLog). For both solvers,
CPLEX and SCIP, the CC method yields the shortest running times and the least number of
branch-and-bound nodes if a coarse η = 0.1 approximation level was chosen. For medium (0.01)
and fine (0.001) approximation levels there is no clear winner among these two methods. The
relatively good performance of the convex combination method is somehow surprising since the
incremental method is known to be theoretically superior, see Padberg [63], or Wilson [82]. The
computationally worst method by far is the disaggregated convex combination method (DLog). For
coarse approximations (0.1), this method needs the largest number of branch-and-bound nodes,
and for fine approximations (0.001) it does not even finish the LP root relaxation within the time
limit.
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η 1d 1d shift 2d
#points #points #triangles #points

0.1 28 35 41 29
0.01 88 105 535 303
0.001 280 336 6149 3324

Table 3: Number of points/triangles for linear approximations within given tolerances.

method CPLEX SCIP
η = 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.001

CC time 0.04 34.22 288.59% 0.82 1208.32 2336.77%
nodes 47 1622 586935 12 77744 153954

Inc time 0.47 50.86 7585.13 9.6 994.26 +∞
nodes 313 1712 7550 389 3173 334

DLog time 0.8 117.88% +∞ 1.94 43051.96 +∞
nodes 1394 2329071 0 1144 2217241 0

Table 4: Running time (in sec) and processed branch&bound-nodes for bivariate approach and
partial cascade layout.

For the univariate method without shifting we have four different linearization methods at hand,
see Table 5. For CPLEX the fastest method is SOS2, although the difference to the second-fastest
method, Inc, is quite small. The method having the least number of branch-and-bound nodes is
the incremental method. The latter is also true for SCIP. However, among the three methods,
CC, Log, and Inc, there is no clear winner in terms of CPU time. In contrast to the bivariate
approach, all methods for all approximation degrees (from coarsest to finest) terminate with an
optimal solution within the time limit on both solvers. As expected, the solution times and the
number of branch-and-bound nodes grows when going from a coarse to a fine linear approximation.

method CPLEX SCIP
η = 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.001

CC time 0.1 0.42 3.88 0.34 1.67 11.31
nodes 187 480 1548 30 68 565

Inc time 0.06 0.04 0.49 0.25 1.78 18.47
nodes 9 12 48 4 1 1

Log time 0.05 0.27 1.64 0.34 2.14 5.94
nodes 106 413 1006 84 30 76

SOS2 time 0.05 0.03 0.4 0.72 1.78 180.56
nodes 581 287 2013 4321 7073 284747

Table 5: Running time (in sec) and processed nodes for univariate approach without shifting and
partial cascade layout.

The results for the univariate method with shifting, presented in Table 6, are similar to those
without shifting. We use the same four methods. For CPLEX, the incremental method not only
has the least number of branch-and-bound nodes but is now also the fastest. The difference to
the Log method in terms of running times is small for coarse and medium approximations, but
gets large for a fine approximation level. For SCIP, also the incremental method has the smallest
number of nodes, but SOS2 and the logarithmic convex combination method are faster to solve.
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method CPLEX SCIP
η = 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.001

CC time 0.16 1.64 38.13 0.51 2.84 31.67
nodes 361 2564 3330 10 73 8874

Inc time 0.04 0.06 0.41 0.32 3.22 30.05
nodes 20 25 67 2 2 210

Log time 0.04 0.58 3.67 0.45 2.09 8.58
nodes 61 869 1986 32 131 504

SOS2 time 0.08 0.22 0.84 0.26 16.67 541.49
nodes 995 2119 4376 1151 43403 578410

Table 6: Running time (in sec) and processed nodes for univariate approach with shifting and
partial cascade layout.

In a final run we solve the NLP with a nonlinear solver, which is either SCIP or Baron, see
Table 7. These solvers use outer approximation and spatial branching techniques to compute
global optimal solutions. No additional binary variables need to be introduced to approximate
the nonlinear constraints. We run our numerical example twice with SCIP: In the first run,
we simply use the standard version of SCIP as it is publicly available. For the second run, we
additionally switch the specific constraint handler generating linear estimators from the envelopes
of our bivariate nonlinear functions on. The solver Baron is faster than SCIP and also needs less
branch-and-bound nodes. Both solvers are faster than most of the linearization techniques from
Tables 4–6. It should be noted that the numerical accuracy for the NLP solvers is higher than
those of the linear approximation methods.

Baron “SCIP”/“plain” “SCIP”/“bivariate”
time 0.05 0.23 0.24
nodes 1 33 121

Table 7: Running time (in sec) and processed nodes for partial cascade layout and nonlinear solver.

So far we only compared the solutions in terms of CPU times and branch-and-bound tree sizes.
It is of course also important to know what a numerical solution looks like, and whether all solvers
yield more or less the same solution (up to the selected approximation degree). These values are
shown in Table 8, for each method and for each approximation degree. We give the values of the
objective function and the three reject rates r1, r2, r3. Except for the bivariate approach with a
coarse linearization of 0.1 the values for r1 and r3 are always more or less the same. For a suitable
high level of approximation (0.001), there is no big difference between the two univariate methods,
shifted or not shifted.

η Obj. r1 r2 r3

bivariate
0.1 0.11660 0.58 0.5277 0.1
0.01 0.17669 0.9 0.5981 0.1
0.001 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

univariate
0.1 0.18515 0.9 0.6490 0.1
0.01 0.16753 0.9 0.5832 0.1
0.001 0.17962 0.9 0.6073 0.1

univariate shifted
0.1 0.15830 0.9 0.5360 0.1
0.01 0.16804 0.9 0.5840 0.1
0.001 0.18004 0.9 0.6079 0.1

nonlinear 0.17124 0.9 0.6044 0.1

Table 8: Solution for the partial cascade layout for different solvers and accuracies.

5.2 Including the Layout Decision

In the sequel we report on our results for the simultaneous layout and process optimization. Again,
this problem has been tackled by different linearization approaches and MILP solvers (CPLEX and
SCIP) as well as by the MINLP solvers Baron and SCIP.
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Table 9 shows the running times and finished branch-and-bound nodes for the bivariate ap-
proach. Due to the inclusion of the topology the running times are now much higher, compared to
the running times of a sole reject rate computation and a given layout, cf. Table 4. It turns out
that the incremental method ‘Inc’ is best for the solver CPLEX, whereas SCIP can better handle
the convex combination method ‘CC’. However both solvers were only able to find proven global
optimal solutions for a coarse and medium discretization (η = 0.1 and 0.01).

method CPLEX SCIP
η = 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.001

CC time 62.01 14704.35 11280.58% 39.03 10529.44 +∞
nodes 197610 3221304 164684 42455 1575875 168545

Inc time 32.88 6744.97 +∞ 163.43 30822.65 +∞
nodes 22342 138917 7240 44838 239125 864

DLog time 151.35 670.75% +∞ 1838.57 +∞ +∞
nodes 340989 3083955 0 1284994 3878744 0

Table 9: Running time (in sec) and processed nodes for bivariate approach and layout optimization.

Table 10 displays the running times and finished branch-and-bound nodes for the univariate
approach without shifting. Compared to the bivariate approach, this univariate approach is faster.
Both solvers, CPLEX and SCIP, favor the ‘Inc’ and the ’Log’ method, where the incremental
method produces mainly the smallest branch-and-bound trees, and the logarithmical method leads
to significantly lower running times.

method CPLEX SCIP
η = 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.001

CC time 26.28 2760.2 11083.16% 60.42 795.66 22293.09
nodes 48157 1102466 9556223 51611 379923 4256432

Inc time 9.79 77.1 1984.87 32.12 145.99 815.73
nodes 15465 49918 389975 15013 23106 25715

Log time 12.12 70.93 168.26 23.9 134.06 804.41
nodes 27011 118302 96997 27421 91081 260560

SOS2 time 3824.04 2740.73% 11083.26% 29753.09 +∞ +∞
nodes 25193528 84277601 30118379 88361448 113177681 73688781

Table 10: Running time (in sec) and processed nodes for the univariate approach without shifting
and layout optimization.

Table 11 displays the running times and finished branch-and-bound nodes for the univariate
approach with shifting. The running times are higher and the branch-and-bound trees are bigger
compared to the univariate approach without shifting. Still, CPLEX and SCIP favor the incremen-
tal and the logarithmical method, where the incremental method produces slightly better results in
terms of CPU times and size of branch-and-bound trees. Additionally, the SOS2 approach works
quite poor. This may be due to the binary variables from modeling the layout decision. The solvers
have especially problems to find a meaningful dual bound; it stays at zero.

method CPLEX SCIP
η = 0.1 0.01 0.001 0.1 0.01 0.001

CC time 61.16 5339.96 +∞ 68.6 727.11 38207.66
nodes 100298 2163000 6766392 38300 224313 4057337

Inc time 16.14 120.89 1452.81 29.17 233.24 894.29
nodes 28696 57487 181933 13002 27919 21613

Log time 19.77 231.76 529.45 37.86 152.29 2164.55
nodes 46911 155240 230197 34074 74706 472147

SOS2 time 5577.18 +∞ +∞ 8511844981.78% +∞ +∞
nodes 30121991 225933704 36142743 123553202 0 0

Table 11: Running time (in sec) and processed nodes for univariate approach with shifting and
layout optimization.
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Now turning to the nonlinear solvers Baron and SCIP we found that these solvers are faster then
most of the above linearization techniques, in particular when it come to finer approximations. The
results are shown in Table 12. Interestingly SCIP is faster than Baron, whereas the latter produces
a smaller branch-and-bound tree on our test instance. The detection and special treatment of
bivariate constraints leads to a further reduction of the running time and size of the branch-and-
bound tree by a factor of approximately two.

Baron “SCIP”/“plain” “SCIP”/“bivariate”
time 35.53 9.05 5.6
nodes 3966 11086 5737

Table 12: Running time (in sec) and processed nodes for layout optimization and nonlinear solver.

The results for all approaches in terms of objective value and optimal values of the reject rate
variables are shown in Table 13. Despite the bivariate approach all methods determine the (full)
cascade with screens ordered 3-2-1 as the optimal one, c.f. Figure 1. Both univariate approaches
(shifted/unshifted) produce this configuration as optimal layout and appropriate settings for the
reject rate, already for low accuracies (η = 0.1). The bivariate approaches on the other hand
resulted in the topologies shown in Figure 5. The nonlinear solvers compute the same layout, a
full-cascade using the screens ordered 3, 2, 1.

3 2

1

Figure 5: Topology determined by the bivariate approaches.

η Obj. r1 r2 r3

bivariate
0.1 0.0283 0.1 0.1 0.1
0.01 0.0197 0.1 0.1 0.3464
0.001 n.a. n.a. n.a n.a.

univariate nonshift
0.1 0.0189 0.1 0.1 0.3396
0.01 0.0211 0.1 0.1 0.3598
0.001 0.0198 0.1 0.1 0.3461

univariate shift
0.1 0.0213 0.1 0.1 0.3558
0.01 0.0204 0.1 0.1 0.3518
0.001 0.0199 0.1 0.1 0.3467

nonlinear 0.0189 0.1 0.1 0.3440

Table 13: Results for the layout optimization for different solvers and accuracies.

6 Conclusion

We modeled the process and layout decision of a multi-stage screening system occurring in recovered
paper production in a steady-state model. We showed that this model agrees with the former
used dynamical model for each given layout. Using piecewise linear approximation techniques,
the model can be solved numerically. We analyzed the impact of the approximation error for
several univariate functions resulting from a transformation to the error of the non-transformed
bivariate function. This allows us to compare the approach of directly approximating bivariate
functions to the method of transforming the functions to several univariate functions. Beside an
easier applicability of the piecewise linear methods, the advantage of the transformation approach
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is supported by the computational results. Furthermore, the corresponding problems were also
solved by recent nonlinear solvers such as Baron and SCIP. All approaches potentially lead to
proven global optimal solutions (when finishing within the given time limit). It turns out that the
nonlinear solvers are significantly faster than the piecewise linear approaches.
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A Linear Approximation

Before any nonlinear function can be used in a MILP formulation, it has to be approximated piece-
wise linearly. The number of binary variables involved in the resulting MILP directly corresponds
to the number of intervals, or triangles, respectively, used for the approximation. Therefore, we
aim to find a sufficiently good approximation with a small number of intervals (or triangles).

A.1 Linearization of Univariate Functions

Several different approaches concerning approximation by piecewise linear functions in one dimen-
sion are discussed in the literature, e.g., finding the best approximation for a given number of
fixed nodes [17, 70] or free nodes [17, 29, 81, 14, 70], or finding an approximation with the mini-
mum number of line segments necessary, such that the error is smaller than a specified tolerance
[13, 77, 49, 32, 36].

A piecewise linear function that coincides with a continuous function g : [a, b] → R in its
breakpoints is called its interpolant and denoted by Ig. Note that the absolute approximation
error

max
x∈[a,b]

|h(x)− g(x)| (35)

can at best be halved by going over from the interpolation to the best possible approximation by
broken lines [17]. Halving the error is especially possible for convex and concave functions. In these
cases the piecewise linear interpolant completely lies above (below) g, cf. Figure 6. Therefore, the
error can be reduced by moving the interpolant downwards (upwards).

ε

ai ai+1 ai ai+1si ti

ε/2

Figure 6: Shifting an interpolant to a convex function downwards by ε/2.

Let g be convex or concave and

ε := max
x∈[a,b]

|g − Ig|. (36)

Then
max
x∈[a,b]

|g − (Ig ∓
ε

2
)| ≤ ε

2
. (37)
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For finding a good interpolant [17] gives a useful formula for node placement in the following
theorem.

Theorem A.1 ([17] p.36) Let g ∈ C2(a, b) and |g′′| be monotone near a and b, and∫ b
a
|g′′(x)1/2|dx <∞. Then , if a2, . . . , an−1 are chosen such that

∫ ai

a

|g′′(x)|1/2dx =
i− 1
n− 1

∫ b

a

|g′′(x)|1/2dx, for i = 2, . . . , n− 1, (38)

then
‖g − Ig‖ = O(n−2),

where ‖f‖ := maxx∈[a,b] |f | denotes the uniform norm of f ∈ C[a, b].

Amongst others, [13, 49] treat the task of finding a broken line that approximates a given
function within a given error tolerance with as few line segments as possible. Their algorithms
define a tunnel of radius ε around the original curve (or around sample points of the curve) and
find the farthest point visible through this tunnel. The solution received by the algorithms of
[13, 49] is optimal with respect to the number of line segment. But there is no guarantee that the
solution yielding the minimal error is chosen among those solutions with minimal number of line
segments. In contrast, generally, the constructed solution is not optimal with respect to the error.

We implemented an algorithm based on the ideas of [13] in [67]. Examples in [67] show that
for approximating the logarithm, de Boor’s formula (38) combined with shifting the piecewise
linear function upwards by half of the interpolation error results in the same number of intervals
needed for a given error tolerance as by using the above techniques. Since the first approach is
less time consuming, we used this method to obtain the piecewise linear functions for our further
computational results.

A.2 Linearization of Bivariate Functions

For determining an approximation of the bivariate function given by the application, we used an
algorithm developed by [31]. Given an error tolerance it determines an L2-approximation, or an
interpolation, respectively, of functions in two variables over triangulations using

√
3-subdivision

[31] as refinement algorithm for triangulations. For calculating the L2-approximation hat functions
and a discretized scalar product induced by a weighted Sobolev norm are used. A basic implemen-
tation of the algorithm in Matlab was made available to us by [31]. Computational experiments
in [67] suggest that this approach leads to less triangles than for example the use of Delaunay tri-
angulations always refining at the point with the currently largest error, when taken into account
the absolute error. The algorithm was adapted to fit to our error definition.

B Modeling Piecewise Linear Functions
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Figure 7: Piecewise linear function h(x).

Consider a continuous piecewise linear function h : D ⊆ Rn → R : x 7→ h(x), defined on a
triangulation T of D, where the vertices of the triangulation correspond to the breakpoints of the
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piecewise linear function. Let V (T ) denote the set of vertices of T , and accordingly V (T ) the set
of vertices of a simplex T ∈ T .

B.1 Disaggregated convex combination models

B.1.1 Basic model

∑

T∈T

∑

v∈V (T )

λT,vv = x,
∑

T∈T

∑

v∈V (T )

λT,vh(v) = h(x)

λT,v ≥ 0, for T ∈ T , v ∈ V (T )
∑

v∈V (T )

λT,v = yT ,
∑

T∈T
yT = 1, yT ∈ {0, 1}, for T ∈ T .

We refer to this model as disaggregated convex combination model and denote it by DCC. Inter
alia, it has been studied by [48].

B.1.2 Logarithmic model

The idea is to reduce the number of binary variables and constraints by introducing a unique
binary code for every simplex and just binary variables for every digit in this binary code.

∑

T∈T

∑

v∈V (T )

λT,vv = x,
∑

T∈T

∑

v∈V (T )

λT,vh(v) = h(x),

∑

T∈T

∑

v∈V (T )

λT,v = 1, λT,v ≥ 0, for T ∈ T , v ∈ V (T ),

∑

T∈T 0(B,l)

∑

v∈V (T )

λT,v ≤ yl,
∑

T∈T +(B,l)

∑

v∈V (T )

λT,v ≤ 1− yl,

yl ∈ {0, 1}, for l ∈ L(T ),

where B : T → {0, 1}dlog2 |T |e is any injective function, T 0(B, l) := {T ∈ T : B(T )l = 0},
T +(B, l) := {T ∈ T : B(T )l = 1} and L(T ) = {1, . . . , log2(d|T |e)}. We refer to this model as
logarithmic disaggregated convex combination model and denote it by Dlog. This formulation has
been introduced by [59, 2].

B.2 Convex combination models

Again a point (x, h(x)) is represented as convex combination of its neighbored grid-points. In
contrast to above the number of continuous variables is reduced by aggregating the variables
associated with the same vertex (belonging to more than one simplex) in the triangulation.

B.2.1 Basic model

∑

v∈V (T )

λvv = x,
∑

v∈V (T )

λvh(v) = h(x),

∑

v∈V (T )

λv = 1, λv ≥ 0, λv ≤
∑

T :v∈V (T )

yT , for v ∈ V (T ),

∑

T∈T
yT = 1, yT ∈ {0, 1}, for T ∈ T .

This approach is known as the convex combination or lambda method [16, 60, 48, 82, 63, 44, 38, 55].
We refer to it as convex combination model and denote it by CC.

B.2.2 Logarithmic model

Similar to Dlog, the number of binary variables of CC can be reduced by identifying each simplex
with a binary code through an injective function B : T → {0, 1}dlog2(|T |)e. But this time B has
to own special properties in order to ensure the adjacency condition, i.e., the positive λv’s have to
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correspond to the vertices of the same simplex. Generally speaking, a binary branching scheme
complying with the adjacency condition is a family of dichotomies {Ls, Rs}s ∈ S with S finite and
Ls, Rs ⊂ V (T ) such that for every T ∈ T we have V (T ) =

⋂
s∈S(V (T ) \ As), where As = Ls or

As = Rs for each s ∈ S [2]. Given such a branching scheme, the piecewise linear function may be
modeled as follows.

∑

v∈V (T )

λvv = x,
∑

v∈V (T )

λvh(v) = h(x),

∑

v∈V (T )

λv = 1, λv ≥ 0, for v ∈ V (T ),

∑

v∈Ls
λv ≤ ys,

∑

v∈Rs
λv ≤ 1− ys, ys ∈ {0, 1}, for s ∈ S.

It is possible to construct such a branching scheme with a logarithmic number of dichotomies for
every so-called Union-Jack-triangulation in R2 [2]. For a general triangulation this is not always
possible.

For a triangulation in R, however, such a branching scheme inducing a logarithmic number
of variables can always be constructed using the so-called grey code, i.e., an injective function
B : {1, . . . , r} → {0, 1}dlog2(r)e, where r = |V (T )| is the number of vertices, such that for all
i ∈ {2, . . . , r} B(i− 1) and B(i) differ in exactly one digit [59]. Then the dichotomies are given by

Ls = {i ∈ {2, . . . , r} : B(i)s = B(i− 1)s = 0},

Rs = {1} ∪ {i ∈ {2, . . . , r} : B(i)s = B(i− 1)s = 1}.
We refer to this formulation as logarithmic convex combination model and denote it by Log.

B.2.3 SOS-approach

∑

v∈V (T )

λvv = x,
∑

v∈V (T )

λvh(v) = h(x),

∑

v∈V (T )

λv = 1, λv ≥ 0, for v ∈ V (T )

λ satisfies the adjacency condition.

Instead of introducing binary variables to ensure the adjacency condition, the constraint may
also be indirectly implemented by integrating it in a branch-and-bound framework [55]. For a
triangulation in R the adjacency condition complies with the the so-called Special Ordered Set of
Type 2 Condition (SOS 2 condition), i.e., at most two of the variables corresponding to the set of
vertices are positive and if they are positive they are neighbored. The integration into a branch-
and-bound framework may also be possible for higher dimensions, but one has to define its own
branching scheme relying on the triangulation [55].

For the one-dimensional case, we refer to this approach as SOS2-approach and denote it by
SOS2.

B.3 Incremental model

This formulation requires the vertices of the triangulation to be ordered in a special way [82].

• Ti ∩ Ti−1 6= ∅, for i = 2, . . . , |T |,
• for each simplex Ti, we can label its ki vertices as v0

i , v
1
i , . . . , v

ki
i

so that vki−1
i−1 = v0

i , for i = 2, . . . , |T |.

Notice that for univariate functions this assumption is always fulfilled by the natural order in R.
Wilson [82] shows, that the ordering assumption holds for any triangulation of a domain D

that is a topological disk in R2. [7] give an algorithm to compute such an order fast. [30] pose an
algorithm to order triangulations in higher dimensions.
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Given a triangulation ordered in this way, we may describe a point x by filling-up all simplices
prior to Ti, where x ∈ Ti, and then presenting x as v0

i plus a conical combination of the rays
vji − v0

i , with j = 1, . . . , ki, compare Figure 8.

v0
1 +

|T |∑

i=1

ki∑

j=1

δji (v
j
i − v0

i ) = x, h(v0
1) +

|T |∑

i=1

ki∑

j=1

δji (h(vji )− h(v0
i )) = h(x),

ki∑

j=1

δji ≤ 1, δji ≥ 0 for i = 1, . . . , |T | and j = 1, . . . , ki,

wi ≤ δkii ,
ki∑

j=1

δji+1 ≤ wi, wi ∈ {0, 1}, for i = 1, . . . , |T | − 1.

We refer to this formulation as incremental model and denote it by Inc. In literature this model is
sometimes also referred to as delta formulation. This formulation has been studied in [50, 16, 63,
82, 38].
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Figure 8: The point x written as v0
1 plus a sum of vectors.

Note that for the (disaggregated) convex combination models a triangulation is not necessary.
These approaches may directly be generalized to a finite family of general polytops [2], although
the number of continuous variables may increase and ambiguities will occur.
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